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Foreword 
 

London’s population has grown exponentially and is projected to continue to 

rise to 10 million by 2030. To meet the housing needs of our booming city we 

need to build out construction sites with homes as quickly as possible, and 

sustain these efforts for many years to come. This is the biggest challenge 

facing our fine city. 

 

My draft housing strategy sets out the challenge to build at least 42,000 

homes a year, every year, for the next 20 years. To achieve this we need to 

increase the pace of home building across all tenures. I previously outlined 

my intention to develop a London Housing Bank in the draft housing strategy 

and I am pleased to be able to present this exciting opportunity to you to bid 

for funding. With your support this innovative offer can test a new tool for 

unlocking and accelerating development to increase the speed of 

housebuilding in London further.  

 

The London Housing Bank will offer £200m of loan funding to support the construction of up to 4,000 low cost 

homes, economic benefits worth well over a billion pounds, provide fantastic new homes for thousands of 

modestly-paid Londoners and create jobs for thousands in the construction sector. In years to come it could also 

offer the opportunity for investment by institutions and others into ready-made portfolios of properties, 

broadening the investment into the capital's residential market and further professionalising private rent, or 

offer sales to individuals to enable them to fulfil their home-owning aspirations. 

 

I want to see housing associations and commercial house builders pulling out all the stops to build homes at 

breakneck speed – I know you are committed to doing more – and this prospectus offers a unique opportunity to 

access low cost loans over a longer term; giving Londoners confidence that together we can and will meet the 

challenges ahead. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Boris Johnson 

Mayor of London 
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PART 1: Why and 

What 
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Why the London Housing Bank? 
 

1. London’s population is booming: it grew from 6.7 million in 1986 to 8.4 million in 

2013 and is projected to reach ten million by 2030. A rising population requires a 

significant and sustained increase in the supply of housing. The draft London Housing 

Strategy sets out plans to double house building rates to at least 42,000 homes year 

to help meet London’s existing undersupply as well as future demand for housing 

 

2. Even at the pre-recession peak, new supply was far below 42,000 homes per annum 

and a consistent and substantial increase in  current levels of building is now required. 

  

3. The failure to build enough homes is a long term problem, reflecting both the ebbs 

and flows of the business cycle and the structure and practices of the house-building 

sector. The additional challenges of land availability and the capacity of the 

development industry continue to constrain London’s house building output.  

4. A significant contribution to new housing supply comes from large sites where 

development can be slow because developers find it uneconomic to release more than 

a given volume of new homes for sale in any period. 

5. The London Housing Bank aims to accelerate the pace of development and the 

delivery of additional housing supply, particularly on large sites where speed of 

delivery is constrained by such absorption issues. It will offer funding to encourage the 

completion of homes ahead of current timetables, whilst ensuring that they do not 

compete with homes for sale. 

6. Homes funded by the London Housing Bank will be let at below market levels for an 

initial period of at least seven years, and will be targeted at working Londoners on 

modest incomes. 

7. Funding from the Bank will be made as  low cost loans to providers classified as private 

sector organisations and will enable the delivery of homes faster than would otherwise 

have been the case. 

8. The £200m of funding for the London Housing Bank will deliver a programme of up to 

4,000 homes. If successful, the concept could be used much more widely. 
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What is the London Housing Bank? 
 

9. The Mayor published his interest in developing a London Housing Bank in the draft 

London Housing Strategy in November 2013. The aim of the London Housing Bank is 

to accelerate the pace of development and generate additional housing supply, 

particularly on large sites where speed of delivery is often constrained by the 

traditional house-builder business model. The London Housing Bank is a programme, 

not an incorporated entity or financial institution.  

 

10. This funding prospectus sets out the terms for delivery of the first phase of the 

London Housing Bank, which provides a flexible approach to accelerating the delivery 

of homes. This does not preclude the programme operating in other ways in the 

future. 

 

11. Appetite for this first phase of the London Housing Bank was tested through a 

discussion paper published in April 2014. The proposed programme has been clarified 

and refined in response to feedback received. 

 

12. The London Housing Bank only operates in Greater London. The Homes and 

Communities Agency (HCA) is operating a similar programme for the rest of England. 

For more information see the HCA website1.  

 

13. Homes delivered under the London Housing Bank may assist the acceleration and   

delivery of additional homes on existing multi-phased sites;  bring forward new homes 

in areas where there is an existing concentration of new development; or may be newly 

consented schemes.   

 

14. The GLA expects that up to 4,000 homes will be delivered through this pilot 

programme as a contribution to the target of 45,000 new affordable homes in 2015-

18, as set out in the draft London Housing Strategy. 

Product 

 
15. The primary purpose of the funding is to increase and accelerate housing supply by 

bringing forward more homes than would otherwise be delivered. Homes delivered 

through the London Housing Bank will be used as affordable housing for a minimum 

of seven years and for the whole period that the GLA loan is outstanding.  

16. Homes funded through the London Housing Bank will be let at less than market rent. 

The total rents charged, including service charges, will be no more than 80% of the 

market rent that the property would achieve and will be classified as an Intermediate 

Rent product. Homes must be let to households with incomes no more than £66,000 

(for one and two-bedroom properties) or £80,000 (for three-bedroom properties or 

                                                           
1
 www.homesandcommunities.co.uk  

http://www.homesandcommunities.co.uk/
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larger) which is consistent with the London Plan thresholds for intermediate affordable 

housing. Providers will be required to confirm this in a submission statement. 

17. Homes will be required to be let at Intermediate Rents for so long as the GLA loan is 

outstanding but subject to a minimum period of seven years. Individual long-stop 

dates for repayment of the loans will be agreed with providers at the point of 

contracting. The average loan period is expected to be around 10 years with a 

longstop date for final repayment being the earlier of (i) 16 years from the date of 

drawdown of the loan, (ii) the date the entire property is sold or refinanced, or (iii) 31 

March 2032. 

18. The GLA recognises that different Registered Providers will operate different models in 

relation to length of tenancy agreement, but it is envisaged most will use a form of 

assured shorthold tenancy. Registered Providers are free to offer the most appropriate 

length and type of tenancy agreement depending upon their planned exit strategy.  

 

19. In line with the draft London Housing Strategy, Registered Providers are encouraged 

to offer longer-term tenancies (e.g. three to five years). Rent increases within 

tenancies will be capped at one per cent above the increase in the Consumer Price 

Index (CPI), to give prospective tenants certainty in relation to future rental increases. 

 
20. All homes must be advertised on the First Steps portal2 and eligibility limited to those 

households with incomes under the London Plan maximums3. As homes are expected 

to be those initially intended for market sale, there is no requirement for local 

authority nominations to the completed homes.  

  
21. Homes developed with this funding are not expected to count as affordable homes for 

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) purposes, due to the lack of a 

requirement for perpetuity or recycling of subsidy. In instances where the exit route is 

to affordable housing the perpetuity provisions may be satisfied. This is a matter for 

the relevant Local Planning Authority. 

22. Bidders may wish to use London Housing Bank funds to provide homes which are 

additional to s106 affordable housing obligations. This may help to achieve a better 

mix of tenures on a site and increase the overall pace of development. 

Exit Routes 

23. Providers will be required to demonstrate a robust exit strategy for the homes after the 

initial period let at Intermediate Rents. This will be subject to assessment, to ensure 

the assumptions underpinning the planned route are robust and therefore that the 

provider will be in a position to repay the GLA and pay interest to the agreed 

timetable.  

                                                           
2
 www.sharetobuy.com/firststeps  

3
 Currently £66,000 (for one and two-bedroom properties) or £80,000 (for three-bedroom properties or 

larger). 

http://www.sharetobuy.com/firststeps
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24. Providers will have flexibility to adopt alternative options for use of the homes at a 

future stage, subject to the minimum letting period of seven years as Intermediate 

Rent. The loan must be repaid in full before the homes are used for anything other 

than Intermediate Rent. 

25. Providers will need to specify which exit route they intend to pursue from the list 

below and will be required to provide a statement on the preferred exit route, 

including details of why a particular route has been chosen and how it will be funded: 

 Sale into the market of individual homes 

 Bulk disposals to investors 

 Sales to individual tenants 

 Transfer into their own long-term portfolio 

 Retention as affordable housing 

 Other intended exit route (please specify) 

26. Where providers are intending to sell individual homes as part of the exit route they 

will be required to sign up to the Mayor’s Concordat which stipulates that new homes 

for sale will not be marketed overseas in advance of marketing the homes in London.  

 

27. Where the exit route is intended to be through long-term market rent, either within 

the provider’s own portfolio or through bulk-sale, providers will be expected to ensure 

that the future landlords and agents managing the properties are accredited through 

the London Rental Standard4. 

 

28. Where the proposed exit route is retention as affordable housing the provider will have 

to fund this. No GLA grant, RCGF or DPF will be pre-allocated to this use.  

 

29. Providers are strongly encouraged to consider sales of homes to individual tenants, 

where this would not conflict with planned exit strategies or business plans. Offering 

the opportunity of purchase to individual tenants would create another home 

ownership option, where it is affordable and sustainable for them to do so. 

 

30. The option of other potential exit routes must be specified and it is the responsibility 

of the provider to demonstrate that they will be able to achieve the repayment to the 

GLA in accordance with the proposed timescale. This will be assessed by the GLA. 

 
Community Infrastructure Levy 

31. Homes delivered through this programme should qualify for exemption from the 

Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) as they will be let by a Registered Provider for 

the seven year minimum period as affordable housing. They should therefore be 

                                                           
4
 http://www.london.gov.uk/priorities/housing-land/renting-home/london-rental-standard 

http://www.london.gov.uk/priorities/housing-land/renting-home/london-rental-standard
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eligible for the CIL social housing relief as the relevant dwellings will be let by a private 

registered provider of social housing on an assured tenancy at no more than 80% of 

market rent. These terms will mean that the CIL Regulations 49(5)(i) and 49(6)(iii) 

would apply. 

 

32. All homes delivered under the London Housing Bank must be let at Intermediate Rents 

for the full minimum seven year period. The ‘clawback’ provisions in the CIL 

regulations, under which the relief can be reversed if the property stops being used as 

affordable housing within seven years5, should therefore not apply in relation to these 

homes.   

 

33. CIL requirements are dealt with on a phase by phase basis. If the phase containing the 

homes funded by the London Housing Bank programme has not commenced, CIL 

exemption should apply, as long as the relevant procedures are followed.   

 

34. Providers, however, will be responsible for taking their own advice on the application 

of CIL and ensuring that they meet the terms of the CIL exemption. Guidance on the 

social housing relief can be found at:  

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukdsi/2014/9780111106761 

 
Design Standards 
 

35. All homes delivered under the London Housing Bank are expected to meet the 

Mayor’s London Housing Design Guide standards in full.  

Housing Zones  

 

36. The GLA will look positively upon proposals for this programme to be used to 

accelerate the delivery of homes in designated or proposed Housing Zones6, where 

they meet other programme requirements.   

                                                           
5
 Planning Portal regs 49(5)(i) and 49(6)(iii) 

6
 http://www.london.gov.uk/priorities/housing-land/increasing-housing-supply/housing-zones  

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukdsi/2014/9780111106761
http://www.london.gov.uk/priorities/housing-land/increasing-housing-supply/housing-zones
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PART 2: The 

Financial Model 
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Financial Structure 
 

37. The London Housing Bank programme is designed to be attractive as: 
 

 The low cost loan will enable the provider to increase headroom by decreasing 

overall borrowing costs. 

 The loan will support a higher proportion of development costs than is currently 

the case with GLA affordable housing grant, and so is intended to reduce the 

level of other borrowing per property. 

 The majority of the loan (99%) will be provided up-front, on commencement of 

development, with the remaining 1% paid at completion. This will help to 

improve cash-flow for the scheme.  

 The lower-than-market rents, enabled by the above listed factors, are expected 

to be attractive to eligible prospective tenants and therefore reduce initial 

demand risk.   

 The provider has the opportunity to invest in homes that could become part of 

their long-term portfolio.  

38. The GLA expects to allocate the majority of funding as low cost interest bearing loans. 

Equity loan bids will be assessed and funded on a case-by-case basis, which will 

require specific justification provided by the bidding organisation. In making 

allocations the GLA will offer the loan on the basis of either a low cost interest bearing 

loan or an equity loan. There will be no option to change this at a later date. 

 

39. Bidders will be able to request up to 30 % of the Total Scheme Costs of the homes to 

be provided through London Housing Bank funds. The GLA reserves the right to test 

these costs against reasonable assumptions. 

40. There are a range of options, set out under the headings below, which providers must 

select from when bidding. These may be refined through a process of due diligence 

with the GLA but will then be enshrined in the resulting loan documentation. 

Interest Bearing Loan 

41. A fixed rate of interest of one per cent (1%) per annum will be charged in the first year 

of the loan and in each of the subsequent seven years, then rising by a quarter of a per 

cent (0.25%) each year from the ninth year of the loan. It will increase by a quarter of 

a per cent (0.25%) in each of the subsequent years up until repayment of the loan or 

the 16th anniversary of the loan. All loans must be repaid by the 16th anniversary of 

the loan or the agreed individual long-stop, whichever is soonest. Please see annex 

one for an illustration and table of rates. 
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42. The GLA’s preference is for all providers to pay the GLA an annualised payment of 

interest but, on a case-by-case basis, is willing to consider an alternative whereby a 

provider would pay the GLA all of the interest at the same time as the repayment of 

the principal in a bullet payment. Providers who prefer the latter will be required to 

submit a clear justification and the GLA will consider this as part of its risk assessment. 

Some providers who would prefer a bullet payment may only be offered a loan on the 

basis of annualised interest payments. The GLA’s decision on this will be final. 

 

43. Interest will be calculated annually from date of draw-down up until the loan is fully 

redeemed. For organisations opting for annual interest payments there will be no 

compounding of interest. Where it is agreed for an organisation to make a bullet 

payment of interest, the previous year’s interest will be added to the principal for 

calculation of interest purposes on an annual basis. The same interest rate will be 

applied to the whole loan. 

Equity Loan 

44. The GLA will also consider, on a case-by-case basis, investing through a value-linked 

loan (equity loan). Under this option there would be no annual interest payment but 

the amount repaid to the GLA would depend on movements in the average value of 

property in London, throughout the loan period.  

 

45. The amount repayable will vary in accordance with the Land Registry House Price 

Index (HPI) for the Borough7 in which the homes are located. For example the HPI for 

Ealing stood at 470.56 as at June 2014. To illustrate the applicable HPI and 

repayment, see Figure 1 below.  

 

46. The most recently available HPI figure at the time of initial drawdown will be noted 

and used in comparison with the most recently available HPI figure at the time of 

redemption to calculate the amount repayable.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
7
 http://landregistry.data.gov.uk/app/hpi  

http://landregistry.data.gov.uk/app/hpi
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Figure 1  

 

Worked example (equity loan)       
The development of 100 homes in Ealing has total development costs of £25m. The 
GLA loan is £7.5m (fig A). The Provider draws down £7.425m (99%) on satisfaction of 
conditions in August 2015, at which point the Land Registry House Price Index for 
Ealing is 500 (fig B). The remaining £75,000 (1%) will be drawn down on completion 
of build in 2017.  

  
    

  

Funding 
Other finance & 
provider contributions £17.5m 

 
  

  GLA Equity (30%) £7.5m (A) 
 

  

Scheme costs Total  
 

£25m 
 

  

HPI August 2015 500 (B) 
 

    
 
 
The loan is repaid in August 2025, at which at which point the Land Registry House 
Price Index for Ealing is 600 (fig. C).  
 
The calculation applied to the whole loan to be repaid is therefore fig. C divided by fig. 
B multiplied by fig. A. This is 600 divided by 500, multiplied by £7.5m. This results in 
an amount repayable to GLA of £9m. 
 
This equates to a gross interest cost of £1.5m. This is equivalent to 20% of the initial 
loan, or an annual average of 2%. 
  
  

    
  

 

GLA loan to be 
repaid £9m 

 
  

 HPI August 2025 500 
    

      
 

  

 

 

47. In the same way as with the interest bearing loan, a project long-stop date would be 

agreed, within the same parameters, by which point the GLA’s investment (including 

any adjustment in line with property value changes) must be repaid.  

 

Longstop date 

48. The GLA will agree individual long-stop dates with providers, related to their expected 

exit strategies. The homes must be let as Intermediate Rent for a minimum of seven 

years and in any event until the GLA’s loan is repaid. The average loan period is 

expected to be around 10 years with a longstop date for final repayment being the 

earlier of (i) 16 years from the date of drawdown of the loan, (ii) the date the entire 

property is sold or refinanced, or (iii) 31 March 2032.The term period will commence 

upon drawdown of funding. 
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Repayment profile 

49. It is assumed that the principal amount of the loan will be repayable in one payment at 

the end of the term. Interest will be serviced at regular intervals during the course of 

the loan, unless it is agreed that it will be capitalised annually. 

50. Where there are phases or blocks with different exit routes then a staggered 

repayment profile could be proposed. Bidders will be required to set out the planned 

repayment schedule of the GLA’s loan in a statement. Repayments of the principal and 

of interest will be monitored against the agreed payment schedule and subject to the 

contractual long-stop. 

51. Providers will be able to make early repayments of the loan but the homes must 

nonetheless be let as Intermediate Rent for a minimum of seven years. Full repayment 

will be required by the contractual long-stop date.  

52. Repayments of the equity-loan option will be subject to an exceptional market 

conditions clause, operated at the GLA’s discretion, which the GLA could use to 

suspend the option to repay for a period of time.  

Loan Security 

53. For all loans the GLA will require adequate security from the provider to cover its 

liability under the loan provided. 

 
54. The GLA’s preference in terms of security will be for a debenture with a fixed and 

floating charge over the assets of the provider. It is acknowledged that Registered 

Providers may well be unable to provide this security due to the fact they are 

incorporated as a Registered Society (previously an Industrial and Provident Society) 

and/or may have constraints within existing borrowing facilities. 

 
55. Where it is not possible to grant a debenture in the above form the GLA will also 

consider a fixed charge over the development site and/or project bank account(s).  

 
56. In the majority of cases it is likely that the developing entity will require funding from 

another source such as a bank or financial institution as well as from its own resources 

and from the GLA. Whilst the GLA’s preference is to be provided with first-ranking 

security, it will consider subordinating charges to primary lenders, where necessary. 

This will involve the negotiation of a deed of priority (or intercreditor deed). This will 

cover all charges, step-in rights and guarantees.  

 

57. In all cases the GLA will require that there is sufficient value in the security, after the 

first charge has been repaid, to cover the liabilities under the GLA’s loan. The GLA will 

utilise external property consultants and valuers to advise upon this and the GLA’s 

decision in respect of what is considered appropriate security will be final.  
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58. In all funding agreements the GLA will ensure that it has a right to step in and 

complete or procure the completion of the development/infrastructure enabling 

works. These will either be obtained through collateral warranties from the building 

contractor, or built into the funding agreement as appropriate. The GLA will also 

ensure it has step-in rights where there is a default in payments. 

 
Standard terms 

59. There will be a range of contractual terms which will be standard across all 

applications. Key concepts are summarised below. A standard form contract will be 

published on the GLA website before bidding closes: 

 

 Drawdown – the funding can be drawn down once there is detailed 

planning/approval of reserved matters, the site is in the physical control of the 

loan applicant and the provider has entered into contract with the GLA. 

 A provider must submit a request for funding to the GLA prior to drawdown. 

 Repayment will be required by the earlier of: (i) 16 years from the date of 

drawdown of the loan; (ii) the date the entire property is sold or refinanced; or 

(iii) 31 March 2032. 

 Milestones for delivery, starts, completions and the number of homes to be 

delivered will be set out in the loan documentation.  

 All GLA investments will be secured appropriately. 

 

Contract Management 

Quarterly contract monitoring 

60. There will be regular quarterly contract reviews with providers to which the GLA 

awards funding. To enable robust contract management, the provider will be allocated 

a single point of contact at the GLA to monitor performance against the contracts with 

regular checks on projected scheme cashflows and finance covenants of the 

organisation and build out rates. 

Substitutions 

61. Although sites that are more deliverable will be prioritised through the assessment 

process, the GLA accepts the possibility that some development opportunities that are 

bid for may subsequently become undeliverable. The GLA will adopt a flexible 

approach to accepting substitutions of alternative sites which can be delivered to the 

contracted milestones. The following principles will guide GLA substitution decisions: 

 the GLA loan for substituted scheme to be the lower of: either the previously 

agreed amount; or 30% of Total Scheme Costs; 
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 the provider will be required to submit evidence of acceleration for the 

substituted site (see paragraphs 78 and 89) which must be sufficient to satisfy 

the GLA that its investment is accelerating build out; and 

 the agreed milestones must still be able to be achieved. 

 

Costs and Contributions 

62. The information collected on the GLA’s Investment Management System will be 

significantly reduced for the London Housing Bank. Total cost contributions will need 

to be classified in the following provider contribution categories; 

 Provider borrowing 

 Other provider resources 

 GLA loan requested (maximum of 30% of Total Scheme Costs) 
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PART 3: Delivering 

the London Housing 

Bank 
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Who can bid? 
.  

63. The London Housing Bank funding will be open to private sector-organisations only. 

The GLA seeks to encourage a wide range of new and existing providers including 

Private Registered Providers and Developers classified to the private sector. All bidders 

will have to satisfy a number of requirements as set out below: 

 

 Will need to be prepared to work in partnership with a Registered Provider 

(RP) or be an RP. 

 

 Ensure that the landlord of the homes will be an RP for the period that the 

homes are provided as Intermediate Rent.  

 

 Homes will be let at Intermediate Rent for a minimum of seven years initially 

and then for the period of the outstanding loan.   

 

 The organisation to whom the contractual obligation to repay the loan to the 

GLA applies, must be clear at the point of bidding.  

 

 Be an organisation that the GLA deems to be financially secure and capable 

of repaying the loan funding. The GLA’s decision on this will be final. 

 

 All loan recipients must be classified to the private sector for borrowing 

purposes. This precludes direct delivery by a London borough. Where a 

bidder is linked to a public sector organisation the GLA will require a 

statement from the Chief Finance Officer of the public sector body clearly 

stating that any borrowing by the private-sector organisation will not score 

on the balance sheet of the public sector body. In addition, the contract for 

any such organisation will be clear that a reclassification of the debt to the 

public sector would be a material default which would trigger immediate 

repayment of the loan and relevant interest in full.  

 

 As a general rule, new organisations without assets are unlikely to be suitable 

recipients of the loan funding, although this does not preclude them working 

in partnership with a financially secure organisation, which would bear the 

liability for the funding. 

 

What can be bid? 
 

64. Homes funded through the London Housing Bank should accelerate the rate at which 

schemes are developed on larger sites – typically of at least 250 homes.  For sites of 

fewer than 250 homes, bidders will be required to submit a more detailed statement 

explaining how the London Housing Bank is accelerating delivery of the units. (e.g. 
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concentration of other developments in the area which may lead to absorption 

challenges). Providers will be required to confirm that this funding would not 

undermine or displace existing programmes of affordable housing delivery in London 

(e.g. through one of the Mayor’s Housing Covenant programmes).  

 

65. Homes in London must be on identified named sites. These need not be within the 

providers’ control at the time of bidding but should have a clear timetable for delivery.  

 

66. Bidders must be capable of getting into contract with the GLA by April 2016.  

 

67. All sites must have full planning permission in place by September 2016 at the latest, 

with the provider taking access to or possession of the site by 30 September 2016. 

 

68. Homes delivered through the London Housing Bank cannot be funded by other GLA 

funding, including RCGF or DPF. Providers will be required to confirm this in a 

statement. This does not preclude funding part of a larger site, other phases of which 

have received GLA funding.  

 

69. All homes being bid for delivery through the London Housing Bank must be capable of 

a construction start by 30 September 2016. Earlier completions will be advantaged in 

the bid assessment, with the expectation that the significant majority of homes will be 

completed by March 2018. The GLA will consider completions beyond March 2018 

where a credible delivery and pipeline of sites is identified.  

 

70. Depending on the level and quality of bids received the GLA may seek to re-open 

bidding from April 2015. 

How to bid 
 

71. Bidding will be through the GLA’s Investment Management System (IMS). The system 

is open for the input of offers. All offers should be validated and submitted by midday 

on 17 November. Providers are encouraged to submit offers significantly in advance 

of this deadline to avoid technical issues preventing submission.  

 

72. For providers that are already IMS users there is no requirement for a separate user 

account. Prospective bidders who do not already have a GLA IMS user account should 

email glaims@london.gov.uk to request a registration pack at the earliest so that they 

have time to familiarise themselves with the system and input the details of their bid.  

 

73. Bids may be submitted using existing 2015-18 IMS partnerships. If you do not already 

have a 2015-18 IMS partnership this will need to be created in order to submit a bid. 

Guidance on how to submit bids will be provided on the website.  

 

74. As part of the assessment and due diligence process, providers are required to submit 

the following as part of their bid to LondonHousingBank@london.gov.uk:  

mailto:glaims@london.gov.uk
mailto:LondonHousingBank@london.gov.uk
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 Most recent set of finalised, audited accounts; 

 Equalities statement (setting out how your proposals will further the Mayor’s 

housing objectives contained in Equal Life Chances for All, available at 

https://www.london.gov.uk/priorities/equalities/publications/equal-life-

chances-for-all-2012). 

 Overview of planning status and development programme.  

 Schedule for repayment of loan, including interest payment offer, confirming 

whether an annualised interest payment is sought or a bullet payment. 

Providers who prefer the latter will be required to submit a clear justification 

which the GLA will consider as part of its risk assessment. It should be noted 

that providers who would prefer a bullet payment may only be offered a loan 

on the basis of annualised interest payments. The GLA’s decision on this will 

be final. 

 Proposed security to be offered to the GLA for the loan requested. 

 Providers linked to a public sector organisation will need to include a covering 

letter signed by their Chief Financial Officer confirming that any borrowing by 

the private-sector organisation will not score on the balance sheet of the 

public sector body. 

Statements  

75. There is a requirement to submit additional statements at the same time as part of the 

overall bid submission. These will be submitted through the GLA’s IMS and can be no 

more than 2000 characters. The statements required will be:  

 

 Exit Route (paragraph 23) provides details of the exit route envisaged to 

enable repayment of the loan. This statement should include why the exit 

route was selected, the assumptions which underpin the route, how it will be 

funded, the timing of the exit route and GLA repayment. Providers will be 

required to demonstrate credible exit routes which provide GLA with certainty 

of 100% repayment. Within this statement, providers should consider the 

profiling of the interest payments and cashflow assumptions for annualised 

interest repayments.   

 

 Equity Loan (if applicable see paragraph 44) should provide details of why 

equity loan is being sought.  

 

 Evidence of acceleration (paragraph 88) provides for details how the 

investment will accelerate delivery, evidenced by the earliest the homes would 

complete without the London Housing Bank funding and earliest with funding. 

Where sites are for less than 250 units, the statement should consider in what 

way the funding is enabling acceleration of the homes to be developed.  

 

https://www.london.gov.uk/priorities/equalities/publications/equal-life-chances-for-all-2012
https://www.london.gov.uk/priorities/equalities/publications/equal-life-chances-for-all-2012
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Eligibility, Assessment and Due Diligence 
 

76. Eligible bids will be assessed against four ‘deliverability’ criteria. These are: 
 

1. Highest certainty of early completion 

2. Track record of delivery partner 

3. Greatest acceleration of delivery  

4. Value for money – to allow maximisation of the number of units  

 
77. All bids will be required to meet all of the eligibility criteria. Bids, or parts thereof, that 

do not satisfy the following will be deemed ineligible and will not be taken further in 

the assessment process: 

 The site must be ready or can confidently be expected to obtain an 

implementable planning permission by Summer 2016;  

 The site must either be delivering a total of over 250 homes or have a clear and 

credible statement of how the London Housing Bank will accelerate overall 

delivery.  

 The applicant must be classified to the private sector.  

 The applicant/partnership must be in a position to take physical control of the 

site by Summer 2016. 

 Construction must be able to commence by 30 September 2016 at the latest. 

Early completions by March 2018 will be advantaged during the GLA’s 

assessment process.  

 The site is in London. 

 The exit route proposals must be credible and offer certainty of full recovery of 

the GLA’s investment.  

 The GLA’s funding can make-up no more than 30% of the Total Scheme Costs 

of the development to which loan funding is attributed. 

 Homes must be let at Intermediate Rent for an initial period of 7 years with 

exit routes demonstrably offering sufficient value to recover the GLA loan. 

78. Past performance will be factored in during the assessment process. Bids will be based 

on identified named sites and will be robustly assessed on the following criteria;  

 Value for public money 

 Deliverability  

 Acceleration 
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Value for public money 

79. Where oversubscribed, the GLA will prioritise schemes with a lower requirement for 

GLA funding per home. 

 

80. Where the bidder is already a GLA Investment Partner, it will not be required to 

undergo a separate assessment of financial standing, although updated information; 

e.g. most recently available audited accounts, may be required at a subsequent stage.  

 

81. The GLA will not fund homes where the rents are likely to be above the maximum that 

could be afforded by households on the London Plan maximum incomes.  

 

82. Bidders who are unable to offer adequate security will be determined to be ineligible 

under the value for money criteria. 

Deliverability 

83. The bidding entity must be in a position to take physical control of the site and 

commence construction by 30 September 2016, with an implementable planning 

consent obtainable to the same timetable to ensure starts by end of September 2016. 

 

84. Priority will be given to schemes which offer the highest level of certainty in relation to 

delivery and early completions.  

 

85. Deliverability of sites will be assessed using a matrix of land ownership and planning 

status, with more highly deliverable sites advantaged in the bid assessment. 

 

86. The majority of sites are expected to have planning permission, at least in outline, in 

place.  

 

87. There is no prescribed minimum site provision although sites under 250 homes will be 

assessed, through their supporting statement, to ensure they are accelerating housing 

supply.   

 Acceleration 

88. The acceleration statements submitted will be assessed and used to rank these sites in 

terms of those offering the greatest levels of acceleration. Where a site would be 

developed to the same timetable without GLA investment the GLA reserves the right 

to reject the proposal.  

Role of the regulator 

89. The regulator’s review of bids received will form part of the overall assessment process 

for the programme where loan funding is being requested by a Private Registered 

Provider.  
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90. Registered Providers bidding to receive loan funding will need to submit relevant 

information direct to the regulator, including an updated financial forecast return 

(FFR). Completed FFR’s should be submitted to FAEnquries@hca.gsi.gov.uk .This 

should be the latest version of the financial forecast return template which contains 

specific information requirements relevant to the 2015-18 Programme offers. Where a 

Registered Provider has recently submitted an FFR as part of the Mayor’s Housing 

Covenant 2015-18 programme, a revised return may be required. 

 

91. Where the Registered Provider is solely managing the homes on behalf of the 

organisation liable for the loan, then no submission of an FFR is required.  

 

92. The advice of the regulator on Registered Providers’ ability to continue to meet the 

Governance and Viability standard will be key in the GLA’s decision on whether to 

proceed to contract. The Social Housing Regulator will assess and consider the full 

impact of bids inside London and the HCA programme outside of London and neither 

can be judged in isolation from the other. 

93. The regulator will assess bids as they are submitted and provide advice to the GLA on 

whether the registered provider(s) involved in delivering the bid is/are:  

 Currently in compliance with the regulator’s governance and viability standard. 

This will reflect the regulator’s current assessment of compliance and will not 

be based on information submitted as part of the offers; and  

 Likely to be able to continue to meet the viability element of the governance 

and viability standard if the full bids submitted result in allocations, taking 

account of the impact in addition to any existing programme agreement.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

mailto:FAEnquries@hca.gsi.gov.uk
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Timetable  
 

Milestone Date 

Publication of prospectus September 2014 

Deadline for bids to be submitted 17 November 2014 

Assessment  
 

November - December 2014 

Announcements of allocations February 2015 

Potentially open for continuous 
bidding 

April 2015 

Providers in contract April 2016 

 

Questions and Clarifications 

94. Any questions or queries should be directed to: 
 londonhousingbank@london.gov.uk 
 
95. A list of Q&A and clarifications will be published on our website8. 
 

                                                           
8
 www.london.gov.uk 

 

mailto:londonhousingbank@london.gov.uk
http://www.london.gov.uk/
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ANNEX 1 
 

Table of Interest Bearing Loan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year “1” is the first year in which the loan is drawndown. For that year and the subsequent seven the interest rate remains at 1%. In the ninth year of the 

loan the interest rate will increase to 1.25% and then increase by 0.25% in each following year of the loan up until the 16th year of the loan when the 

interest rate will have reached 3%. All loans must be repaid by the 16th anniversary of the loan or the agreed individual long-stop, whichever is soonest. 

 

 

 

 

Y1 

(loan 

drawn 

down) 

Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 
Y8 

 

Y9  

(start of 

interest 

rate 

escalator) 

Y10 Y11 Y12 Y13 Y14 Y15 Y16 

1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1.25% 1.5% 1.75% 2% 2.25% 2.5% 2.75% 3% 
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Example 

 

GLA loan is for £10m. Initial drawdown is £9.9m (99%) in 2016 (interest will be charged from the first year of drawdown). The first interest payment will be 

at 1% in 2017 for £99,000. On completion of the build, the remaining £100,000 (1%) will be drawndown. Annual interest payments will be made against this 

full outstanding amount on the anniversary of the loan. Therefore a further £100,000 will be due each subsequent year through to 2023. This will rise to 

£125,000 in 2024/25 and by an additional £25,000 in each subsequent year through to 2031/32, the agreed longstop date, where £300,000 will be due in 

interest. In addition to the interest payment the full repayment of the initial £10m loan will be due in 2031/32. 

 

 

 

 

Date 2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 2021/2022 2022/2023 2023/2024 2024/2025 2025/2026 2026/2027 2027/2028 2028/2029 2029/2030 2030/2031

2031/2032 

(longstop 

date)

Interest rate

applicable
1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1.25% 1.50% 1.75% 2% 2.25% 2.50% 2.75% 3%

Interest 

payment
£99,000 £99,000 £100,000 £100,000 £100,000 £100,000 £100,000 £100,000 £125,000 £150,000 £175,000 £200,000 £225,000 £250,000 £275,000 £300,000

Loan 

outstanding  
£9,900,000 £9,900,000 £10,000,000 £10,000,000 £10,000,000 £10,000,000 £10,000,000 £10,000,000 £10,000,000 £10,000,000 £10,000,000 £10,000,000 £10,000,000 £10,000,000 £10,000,000 £0

Initial drawdown: 99% = £9,900,000 Build completion drawdown: 1% = £100,000
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Other formats and languages 
For a large print, Braille, disc, sign language video or audio-tape version 
of this document, please contact us at the address below: 

Public Liaison Unit 
Greater London Authority Telephone 020 7983 4100 
City Hall     Minicom 020 7983 4458 
The Queen’s Walk  www.london.gov.uk 
More London  
London SE1 2AA 

You will need to supply your name, your postal address and state the 
format and title of the publication you require. 

If you would like a summary of this document in your language, please 
phone the number or contact us at the address above. 

Chinese 

 

Hindi 

 

Vietnamese 

 

Bengali 

 

Greek 

 

Urdu 

 

Turkish 

 

Arabic 

 

Punjabi 

 

Gujarati 

 
 

 

 


